riverbank condo is located at
Riverbank Fernvale stands as the current developments having Sengkang West Way and things
is modern designing flats. Riverbank @ Fernvale depends on an extremely big region measure
somewhere around 16,603.90 sqm. The sum of flooring component of Riverbanks Sengkang has
become near 49,811.70 sqm. This specific massive space sending the actual occupants
something you should satisfaction near. Riverbank at Fernvale set absolute proximate into
Punggol beach to provide the number one environment when it comes to the lemoore alongside a
good herbal view of the reservoir and offering cool breezes to the residents. Occupants in
Riverbank UOL will additionally welcome great healthy setting which will be incredibly right beside
your Sengkang Riverside Park. The particular feel of their market furnishes a serene situations at
family free from the actual smog of one's site. Riverbank New Launch is certainly next for the
legendary Fernvale city the powers some sort of 24 hour industry with your essential facilities eg
food markets, boutiques, bakeries and a lot of businesses for which Riverbank Condo customers
are definitely indulged of range. The actual coming Seletar shopping mall produce good regarding
home entertainment predisposed joints good for all family members to play with or rejoice. The
UOL group limited recommended that a popular manufacturing providers within Singapore has
actually been trusted for all the begin of one's modern day Riverbank at Fernvale fits in which
consist of one and 5 room residences. The latest so probably the most top Riverbank New
Launch is predicted on show up in tardive February 2014 carrying opinion over extensive
accomplishment to 2017. Riverbank condo could raise 555 contend roomy non-commercial
homes. Riverbank UOL is containing of a bedchamber suites evaluating 495 sqft when the
belittled collection together with the five bed selection gauging in the order of 1389 sqft. With
some of these rooms prospect resident might stay spoilt for the selection of that the houses.
Riverbanks Sengkang supply optimal variety of comfort. Customers check out the being complete
with peace within an aspect location just where each homes are comfortable to live about. Along
with the best leasehold routine associated with 99 years the particular house, as well as near
toward main express ways commutation since Riverbank @ Fernvale has not recently better.
Figure out addiitional information presently at Riverbank Fernvale official web page.
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